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Abstract
In this article, we propose a new variational approach to learn private and/or fair
representations. This approach is based on the Lagrangians of a new formulation of
the privacy and fairness optimization problems that we propose. In this formulation,
we aim at generating representations of the data that keep a prescribed level of
the relevant information that is not shared by the private or sensitive data, while
minimizing the remaining information they keep. The proposed approach (i)
exhibits the similarities of the privacy and fairness problems, (ii) allows us to control
the trade-off between utility and privacy or fairness through the Lagrange multiplier
parameter, and (iii) can be comfortably incorporated to common representation
learning algorithms such as the VAE, the β-VAE, the VIB, or the nonlinear IB.
1 Introduction
Currently, many systems rely on machine learning algorithms to make decisions and draw inferences.
That is, they use previously existing data in order to shape some stage of their decision or inference
mechanism. Usually, this data contains private or sensitive information, e.g., the identity of the person
from which a datum was collected or their membership to a minority group. Therefore, an important
problem occurs when the data used to train such algorithms leaks this information to the system, thus
contributing to unfair decisions or to a privacy breach.
When the content of the private or sensitive information is arbitrary and the task of the system is not
defined, the problem is reduced to learning private representations of the data; i.e., representations
that are informative of the data (utility), but are not informative of the private or sensitive information.
Then, these private representations can be employed by any system with a controlled leakage of
private information. If the level of informativeness is measured with the mutual information, the
problem of generating private representations is known as the privacy funnel (PF) [1, 2].
When the task of the system is known, then the aim is to design strategies so that the system performs
such a task efficiently while obtaining or leaking little information about the sensitive data. The
field of algorithmic fairness has extensively studied this problem, especially for classification tasks
and categorical sensitive data; see, e.g., [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. An interesting approach is that of learning
fair representations [8, 9, 10], where similarly to their private counterparts, the representations are
informative of the task output, but are not informative of the sensitive information.
There is a compromise between the information leakage and the utility when desigining private
representations [2]. Similarly, in the field of algorithmic fairness, it has been shown empirically [11]
and theoretically [12] that there is a trade-off between fairness and utility.
In this work, we investigate the trade-off between utility and privacy and between utility and fairness
in terms of mutual information. More specifically, we aim at maintaining a certain level of the
information about the data (for privacy) or the task output (for fairness) that is not shared by the
senstive data, while minimizing all the other information. We name these two optimization problems
the conditional privacy funnel (CPF) and the conditional fairness bottleneck (CFB) due to their
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similarities with the privacy funnel [2], the information bottleneck [13], and the recent conditional
entropy bottleneck [14].
We tackle both optimization problems with a variational approach based on their Lagrangian. For
the privacy problem, we show that the minimization of the Lagrangians of the CPF and the PF is
equivalent (see the supplementary material A.2), meaning that our variational approach attempts at
solving the PF as well. Moreover, this approach improves over current variational approaches to the
PF by respecting the problem’s Markov chain in the encoder distribution.
Finally, the resulting approaches for privacy and fairness can be implemented with little modification
to common algorithms for representation learning like the variational autoencoder (VAE) [15],
the β-VAE [16], the variational information bottleneck (VIB) [17], or the nonlinear information
bottleneck [18]. Therefore, it facilitates the incorporation of private and fair representations in current
applications (see the supplementary material B for a guide on how to modify these algorithms).
We demonstrate our results both in the Adult dataset (available at [19]), which is commonly employed
for benchmarking both tasks, and a high-dimensional toy dataset, based on the MNIST hand-written
digits dataset [20]. Further experiments can be found in the supplementary material D.
2 Methods
In this section we give an overview of our approach. First, we introduce our proposed model for
the privacy and fairness problems. Then, we present a suitable Lagrangian formulation. Finally, we
describe a variational approach to solving both problems.
2.1 Problem formulation
2.1.1 Privacy formulation: the conditional privacy funnel (CPF)
Let us consider two random variables X ∈ X and S ∈ S such that I(X;S) ≥ 0. The random
variable X represents some data which is of interest to us, and the random variable S represents some
private data. We wish to disclose the data of interest X; however, we do not want the receiver of this
data to draw inferences about the private data S. For this reason, we encode the data of interest X
into the representation Y ∈ Y , forming the Markov chain S ↔ X → Y .
This encoding, characterized by the conditional probability distribution PY |X , is designed so that the
representation Y keeps a certain level r of the information about the data of interest X that is not
shared by the private data S (i.e., the light gray area in Figure 1a), while minimizing the information
it keeps about the private data S (i.e., the dark gray area in Figure 1a). That is,
arg inf
PY |X
{I(S;Y )} s.t. I(X;Y |S) ≥ r. (1)
The main difference with the privacy funnel formulation [2] is that, even though both formulations
minimize the information the representation Y keeps about the private data S, in the PF the encoding
is designed so that Y keeps a certain level r′ of the information aboutX , regardless if this information
is also shared by S. Hence, since I(X;Y |S) ≤ I(X;Y ), the restrictions of the CPF on the represen-
tations are stronger, unless X ⊥ S, in which case I(S;Y ) = 0 and they are equal. Nevertheless, the
minimization of the Lagrangians of both problems is equivalent (see the supplementary material A.2).
2.1.2 Fairness formulation: the conditional fairness bottleneck (CFB)
Let us consider three random variables X ∈ X , S ∈ S, and T ∈ T such that I(X;S) ≥ 0 and
I(S;T ) ≥ 0. The random variable X represents some data we want to use to draw inferences about
the task T . However, we do not want our inferences to be influenced by the sensitive data S. For this
reason, we first encode the data X into a representation Y ∈ Y , which is then used to draw inferences
about T . Therefore, the Markov chains S ↔ X → Y and T ↔ X → Y hold.
This encoding, characterized by the conditional probability distribution PY |X , is designed so that the
representation Y keeps a certain level r of the information about the task output T that is not shared
by the private data S (i.e., the light gray area in Figure 1b), while minimizing both the information it
keeps about the private data S and the information about X that is not shared with the task output T
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(i.e., the dark gray area in Figure 1b). That is,
arg inf
PY |X
{I(S;Y ) + I(X;Y |S, T )} s.t. I(T ;Y |S) ≥ r. (2)
This formulation differs from other approaches to fairness mainly in two points: (i) Similarly to the
information bottleneck [13], the CFB does not only minimize the information the representations Y
keep about the sensitive data S, but also minimizes the information about X that is not relevant to
draw inferences about T . That is, the CFB seeks representations that are both fair and relevant, thus
avoiding the risk of keeping nuisances [21] and harming their generalization capability. (ii) Similarly
to the conditional entropy bottleneck [14], the CFB aims to produce representations Y that keep
a certain level r of the information about the task T that is not shared by S. This differs from
formulations that aim at producing representations that maintain a certain level r′ of the information
about T , regardless if it is also shared by the sensitive data S.
(a) Conditional privacy funnel (b) Conditional information bottleneck
Figure 1: Information Diagrams [22] of (a) the conditional privacy funnel and (b) the conditional
information bottleneck. In light gray, the relevant information we would like Y to keep. In dark gray,
the useless information we would like Y to discard.
2.2 The Lagrangians of the problems
A common approach to solving optimization problems such as the CPF or the CFB is to minimize
the Lagrangian of the problem. The Lagrangian is a proxy of the trade-off between the function
to optimize and the constraints on the optimization search space [23, Chapter 5]. Particularly, the
Lagrangians of the CPF and the CFB are, respectively,
LCPF(PY |X , λ) = I(S;Y )− λI(X;Y |S) and (3)
LCFB(PY |X , λ) = I(S;Y ) + I(X;Y |S, T )− λI(T ;Y |S), (4)
where λ > 0 ∈ R is the Lagrange multiplier of the Lagrangian.1 This multiplier controls the trade-off
between the information the representations Y discard and the information they keep.
If we look at the information diagrams [22] of the CPF and the CFB from Figure 1, we observe
how LCPF(PY |X , λ) and LCFB(PY |X , λ), by means of the multiplier λ, exactly control the trade-off
between the information we want the representations to keep (i.e., the light gray area) and all the
other information (i.e., the dark gray area).
In the following propositions, proved in the supplementary material A.1, we present two alternative
Lagrangians that can be minimized instead of the original problem Lagrangians in order to obtain the
same result. These Lagrangians are more tractable and exhibit similar properties and structure in the
privacy and fairness problems.
Proposition 1. Minimizing LCPF(PY |X , λ) is equivalent to minimizing JCPF(PY |X , γ), where γ =
λ+ 1 and
JCPF(PY |X , γ) = I(X;Y )− γI(X;Y |S). (5)
Proposition 2. Minimizing LCFB(PY |X , λ) is equivalent to minimizing JCFB(PY |X , β), where β =
λ+ 1 and
JCFB(PY |X , β) = I(X;Y )− βI(T ;Y |S). (6)
1Note that if λ ≤ 0 the optimization only seeks for maximally compressed representations Y . Hence, trivial
encoding distributions like a degenerate distribution PY |X with density pY |X = δ(Y ) are minimizers of the
Lagrangian.
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(a) Variational conditional privacy funnel (b) Variational conditional fairness bottleneck
Figure 2: Graphical models of (a) the variational conditional privacy funnel and (b) the variational
conditional fairness bottleneck. The solid line represents the data density p(S,X). The dashed lines
represent the encoding density pY |(X,θ) and the variational marginal density of the representations
qY |θ. The dotted lines represent (a) the generative variational density qX|(S,Y,φ) or (b) the inference
variational density qT |(S,Y,φ). The encoding and the (a) generative or (b) inference parameters (i.e., θ
and φ, respectively) are jointly learned.
We note that the minimization of JCPF(PY |X , γ) and JCFB(PY |X , β), by means of γ and β, trades
off the level of compression of the representations with the information they keep, respectively, about
X and T that is not shared by S.
2.3 The variational approach
We consider the minimization of JCPF(PY |X , γ) and JCFB(PY |X , β) to solve the CPF and the CFB
problems. Furthermore, we assume that the probability density function2 pY |X that describes the
conditional probability distribution PY |X exists and it is parameterized by θ, i.e., pY |X = pY |(X,θ).
The Markov chains of the CPF and the CFB establish that the variables’ joint densities are factored
as p(S,X,Y )|θ = p(S,X)pY |(X,θ) and p(S,T,X,Y )|θ = p(S,T,X)pY |(X,θ), respectively. The densities
p(S,X) and p(S,T,X) can be inferred from the data and the density pY |(X,θ) is to be designed.
The term I(X;Y ) depends on the density pY |θ, which is usually intractable. Similarly, the terms
I(X;Y |S) and I(T ;Y |S) depend on the densities pX|(S,Y,θ) and pT |(S,Y,θ), respectively, which are
also usually intractable. Therefore, an exact optimization of θ would be prohibitively computationally
expensive. For this reason, we introduce the variational density approximations qY |θ, qX|(S,Y,φ),
and qT |(S,Y,φ), where the generative and inference densities are parametrized by φ. This variational
approximation leads to the graphical models displayed in Figure 2. Then, as previously done in,
e.g., [15, 24, 18], we leverage the non-negativity of the Kullback-Leibler divergence [25, Theorems
2.6.3 and 8.6.1] to bound JCPF(PY |X , γ) and JCFB(PY |X , β) from above. More precisely, we find
an upper bound on I(X;Y ) and a lower bound on both I(X;Y |S) and I(T ;Y |S), i.e.,
I(X;Y ) = Ep(X,Y )|θ
[
log
(
pY |(X,θ)
pY |θ
)]
≤ EpX
[
DKL
(
pY |(X,θ)||qY |θ)
)]
, (7)
I(X;Y |S) = Ep(S,X,Y )|θ
[
log
(
pX|(S,Y,θ)
pX|S
)]
≥ Ep(S,X,Y )|θ
[
log
(
qX|(S,Y,φ)
pX|S
)]
, and (8)
I(T ;Y |S) = Ep(S,T,Y )|θ
[
log
(
pT |(S,Y,θ)
pT |S
)]
≥ Ep(S,T,Y )|θ
[
log
(
qT |(S,Y,φ)
pT |S
)]
. (9)
Finally, we can jointly learn θ and φ through gradient descent. First, we note that the terms
Ep(S,X) [log pX|S ] and Ep(S,T ) [log pT |S ] do not depend on the parametrization. Second, we leverage
the reparametrization trick [15], which allow us to compute an unbiased estimate of the gradi-
ents. That is, we let pY |XdY = pEdE, where E is a random variable and Y = f(X,E; θ) is a
deterministic function. Lastly, we estimate p(S,X) and p(S,T,X) as the data’s empirical densities.
2Note that if |Y| is countable the probabiltiy density function is the probability mass function.
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Therefore, in practice, if we have a dataset D =
{(
x(i), s(i)
)}N
i=1
for the CPF or a dataset D ={(
x(i), s(i), t(i)
)}N
i=1
for the CFB, we minimize, respectively, the following cost functions:3
J˜CPF(θ, φ, γ) = 1
N
N∑
i=1
DKL
(
pY |(X=x(i),θ)||qY |θ
)− γEpE [log (qX|(S=s(i),Y=f(x(i),E),φ)(x(i)))]
(10)
J˜CFB(θ, φ, β) = 1
N
N∑
i=1
DKL
(
pY |(X=x(i),θ)||qY |θ
)− βEpE [log (qT |(S=s(i),Y=f(x(i),E),φ)(t(i)))] .
(11)
An a posteriori interpretation of this approach is that if the encoder compresses the representations Y
assuming that the decoder will use both Y and the private or sensitive data S, then the encoder will
discard the information about S contained in the original data X in order to generate Y .
Remark 1. Note that the resulting cost functions for the CPF and the CFB ressemble those of the
VAE [15], the β-VAE [16], the VIB [24], or the nonlinear IB [18]. Let us consider the (common)
case that the decoder density is estimated with a neural network. If such a network is modified
so that it receives as input both the representations and the private or sensitive data instead of
only the representations, then the optimization of these algorithms results in private and/or fair
representations (see Appendix B for the details).
3 Related work
3.1 Privacy
If the secret information S is the identity of the samples or their membership to a certain group,
the field of differential privacy provides a theoretical framework for defining privacy and several
mechanisms able to generate privacy-preserving queries about the data X and explore such data,
see, e.g., [26]. If, on the other hand, the secret information is arbitrary, the theoretical framework
introduced in [1] is commonly adopted, with the special case of the privacy funnel [2] when the utility
and the privacy are measured with the mutual information.
The original greedy algorithm to compute the PF [2] assumes the data is discrete or categorical and
does not scale. For this reason, approaches that take advantage of the scalability of deep learning have
emerged. For instance, in [9] they learn the representations through adversarial learning, while in the
the privacy preserving variational autoencoder (PPVAE) [17] and the unsupervised version of the
variational fair autoencoder (VFAE) [27] they learn such representations with variational inference.
At their core, the PPVAE and the unsupervised VFAE end up minimizing the cost functions
JPPVAE(θ, φ, η) = Ep(S,X)|θ [DKL(pY |(S,X,θ)||qY |θ]− η−1Ep(S,X,Y )|θ [log(qX|(S,Y,φ)] (12)
and JVFAE(θ, φ, δ) = JPPVAE(θ, φ, 1) + δJMMD(θ, φ), where JMMD(θ, φ) is a maximum-mean dis-
crepancy term. Even though the resulting function to optimize is similar to ours, it is important to
note the encoding density in these works is pY |(S,X,θ), which does not respect the problem’s Markov
chain S ↔ X → Y . Therefore, the optimization search space includes representations Y that contain
information about the private data S that is not even contained in the original data X . Moreover, the
private data S might not be available during inference.
3.2 Fairness
The field of algorithmic fairness is mainly dominated by the notions of individual fairness, where the
sensitive data S is the identity of the data samples, and group fairness, where S is a binary variable
that represents the membership of the data samples to a certain group. There are several approaches
that aim at producing classifiers that ensure either of these notions of fairness; e.g., discrimination-free
naive Bayes [11], constrained logistic regression, hinge loss and support vector machines [5], or
regularized logistic regression through the Wasserstein distance [28].
3In fact, the expectation over E ∈ E is estimated with a naive Monte Carlo estimation of a single sample; i.e.,
the expectation of g(E) : E 7→ R is estimated as EpE [g(E)] ≈ 1L
∑L
l=1 g(
(l)), where (l) ∼ pE and L = 1.
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Other lines of work on algorithmic fairness are based on causal inference [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34]
and data massaging [35], where the values of the labels of the training data are changed so that the
training data is fair.
The notion of fair representations, introduced by Zemel et al. [8], boosted the advances on algorithmic
fairness due to the expressiveness of deep learning. These advances are mainly dominated by
adversarial learning [8, 9, 10], even though there are recent variational approaches, too [27, 36].
The main difference with the variational approach from Creager et al. [36] is our simple cost function.
They generate two representations, Ysens and Ynon-sens, that contain the information about the sensitive
data and the original data, respectively, necessary to draw inferences about the task T . At inference
time, the sensitive representations Ysens are corrupted with noise or discarded, and thus the non-
sensitive representations Ynon-sens from [36] serve a similar purpose to the representations Y obtained
with our approach. Compared to the variational fair autoencoder [27], our encoding density does not
require the sensitive information S, which might not be available during inference, thus not breaking
the Markov chain S ↔ X → Y .
4 Results
In this section, we present experiments on two datasets to showcase the performance of the presented
variational approach to the privacy and fairness problems. First, we show the performance of the
proposed method in a dataset commonly used for benchmarking both tasks. Second, we show the per-
formance on high-dimensional data on a toy dataset especially designed for this purpose. The encoder
density is modeled with an isotropic Gaussian distribution, i.e., pY |(X,θ) = N (Y ;µenc(X; θ), σ2θId),
so that Y = µenc(X; θ) + σθN (0, Id), where µenc is a neural network and d is the dimensionality
of the representations. The marginal density of the representations is also modeled as an isotropic
Gaussian qY |θ = N (Y ; 0, Id). Finally, the decoder density, qX|(S,Y,φ) or qT |(S,Y,φ), is modeled with
a product of categorical (for discrete data) and/or isotropic Gaussians (for continuous data), e.g.,
qX|(S,Y,φ) = Cat(X1; ρdec(Y, S;φ))N (X2;µdec(S, Y ;φ), σ2φ) if X consists of a discrete variable X1
and a continuous variable X2. The experiments are detailed in the supplementary material D.
Adult dataset The Adult dataset4 contains 45, 222 samples from the 1994 U.S. Census. Each
sample comprises 15 features such as, e.g., gender, age, income level (binary variable stating if the
income level is higher or lower than $50, 000), or education level. For both tasks, we followed the
experimental set-up from Zemel et al. [8] and considered S to be the gender and X to be the rest of
the features. For the fairness task, we considered T to be the income level.
Toy dataset: Colored MNIST The MNIST dataset [20] is a collection of 70, 000 grayscale 28×28
images of hand-written digits from 0 to 9. The colored MNIST is a modification of the former dataset
where each digit is randomly colored in either red, green, or blue. In both tasks we considered X to
be the 3 × 28 × 28 digit images, and S to be the color of the digit. Then, for the fairness task we
considered T to be the digit number.
4.1 Privacy
In the privacy task, our proposed variational approach is able to control the trade-off between
private and informative representations for both the Adult and the Colored MNIST datasets. We
minimized (10) for different values of γ ∈ [1, 50], thus controlling the trade-off between the com-
pression level I(X;Y ) and the informativeness of the representations independent of the private data
I(X;Y |S) (or equivalently −H(X|S, Y )), as shown in Figures 3a and 3b. Therefore, as suggested
by Proposition 1 and shown in Figures 4a and 4b, we also control the amount of information the
representations keep about the private data, I(S;Y ), which was estimated with MINE [37].
As an illustrative example, we constructed a representation of the same dimensionality, i.e., 3×28×28,
of the hand-written digits by minimizing (10) and setting γ = 1. This representation is both
informative and private, as shown in Figures 5b and 5d. In Figure 5d, the 2-dimensional UMAP [38]
vectors of the representations are mingled with respect to their color, as opposed to the UMAP vectors
of the original images, where the vectors are clustered by the color of their images (see Figure 5c).
4Available at the UCI machine learning repository [19].
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Figure 3: Trade-off between the representations compression I(X;Y ) and the non-private information
retained I(X;Y |S) for the (a) Adult and the (b) colored MNIST datasets with γ ∈ [1, 50]. Since
I(X;Y |S) = H(X|S)−H(X|S, Y ) and H(X|S) does not depend on Y , the reported quantity is
−H(X|S, Y ). Moreover, trade-off between the compression of the representations I(X;Y ) and the
non-sensitive information retained about the task I(T ;Y |S) for the (c) Adult and the (d) colored
MNIST datasets with β ∈ [1, 50]. The dots are the computed empirical values and the lines are the
moving average of the 1D linear interpolations of such points.
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Figure 4: Behavior of the private information I(S;Y ) kept by the private representations in the (a)
Adult and (b) the colored MNIST datasets with γ ∈ [1, 50]; and by the fair representations in the (c)
Adult and (d) the colored MNIST datasets with β ∈ [1, 50]. The dots are the computed empirical
values and the lines are the moving average of the 1D linear interpolations of such points.
4.2 Fairness
In the fairness task, our proposed variational approach is also able to control the trade-off between fair
and accurate representations. We minimized (11) for different values of β ∈ [1, 50], thus controlling
the trade-off between the compression level I(X;Y ) and the predictability without the sensitive
variable I(T ;Y |S), as shown in Figures 3c and 3d. Moreover, as suggested by Proposition 2 and
shown in Figures 4c and 4d, we also control the amount of information that the representations retain
about the sensitive data I(S;Y ), which was estimated with MINE [37].
Furthermore, in the Adult dataset, the Lagrange multiplier β allows us to control the behavior of
different utility and group fairness indicators (defined in the supplementary material E), namely the
accuracy, the error gap, and the discrimination. That is, the higher the value of β, the higher the
accuracy and the discrimination, and the lower the error gap (Figures 6a, 6b, and 6d). The behavior
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Figure 5: Colored MNIST (a) original data, (b) private representations, (c) original data UMAP
dimensionality reduction, and (d) private representations UMAP dimensionality reduction. In the
UMAP dimensionality reduction, each vector point is colored with the same color the digit was.
Results obtained for γ = 1.
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Figure 6: Behavior of (a) the accuracy on T , (b) the discrimination, (c) the equalized odds gap, (d) the
error gap, and (e) the accuracy on S of a logistic regression (LR, in black) and a random forest (RF, in
gray) of the fair representations (dots and dotted line) and the original data (dashed line) learned with
β ∈ [1, 50] on the Adult dataset. The dashed line in red is the accuracy of a prior-based classifier.
of the discrimination is enforced by the minimization of I(S;Y ), as discussed in the supplementary
material E. However, there is no clear indication of the effect of β on the accuracy of adversarial
predictors on the sensitive data (which is still below the prior probability of the biased training dataset)
and on the equalized odds (Figures 6e and 6c).
5 Discussion
In this article, we studied the problem of mitigating the leakage of private or sensitive information
S into data-driven systems through the training data X . We formalized the trade-off between the
relevant information for the system that is not shared by the private or sensitive data S and the
remaining information as a constrained optimization problem. When the task of the system is known,
the problem is referred to as learning fair representations and the formalization is the conditional
fairness bottleneck (CFB); and when the task is unknown, the problem is referred to as learning
private representations and the formalization is the conditional privacy funnel (CPF).
We proposed a variational approach, based on the Lagrangians of the CPF and the CFB, to solve the
problem. This approach leads to a simple structure where the tasks of learning private and/or fair
representations can be easily identified. Moreover, in practice, private and fair representations can
be learned with little modification to the implementation of common algorithms such as the VAE
[15], the β-VAE [16], the VIB [24], or the nonlinear IB [18]. Namely, modifying the decoder neural
network so it receives both the representation Y and the private or sensitive data S as an input. Then,
the learned representations can be fed to any algorithm of choice. For this reason, the efforts for
reducing unfair decisions and privacy breaches will be small for many practitioners.
5.1 Limitations and future directions
Problem formulation The CPF and the CFB as defined in (1) and (2) are non-convex optimization
problems with respect to PY |X . More specifically, they are a minimization of a convex function
with non-convex constraints (see Appendix C). Therefore, (i) the optimal conditional distribution
P ?Y |X that minimizes the Lagrangian might not be achieved through gradient descent, and (ii) even if
P ?Y |X is achieved, it could be a sub-optimal value for (1) or (2), since the problems are not strongly
dual [23, Section 5.2.3]. A possible solution could be the application of a monotonically increasing
concave function u to I(X;Y |S) or I(T ;Y |S) in the CPF or CFB Lagrangians, respectively, so that
u(I(X;Y |S)) or u(I(T ;Y |S)) is concave (and hence the Lagrangian is convex) in the domain of
interest. For some u, this approach might allow to attain the desired r in (1) or (2) with a specific value
of the Lagrange multiplier; see [39] for an example of this approach for the information bottleneck.
Proposed approach The proposed approach entails two limitations that are common in variational
attempts at solving an optimization problem. Namely: (i) it approximates the decoding and the
marginal distributions and (ii) it considers parametrized densities. The first issue restricts the
search space of the possible encoding distributions PY |X to those distributions with a decoding and
marginal distributions that follow the restrictions of the variational approximation. The second issue
further limits the search space to the obtainable encoding distributions with densities pY |(X,θ) with a
parametrization θ. For this reason, richer encoding distributions and marginals, e.g., by means of
normalizing flows [40, 41], are a possible direction to mitigate these issues.
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Broader impact
Privacy breaches and unfairness are concerning problems that often arise in (learning) algorithms
[42, 43]. Moreover, aside from the realm of algorithms, these are problems that humans, as a society,
aim to mitigate in our objective to reach sustainability [44, Goal 10]. With the present paper, we
contribute towards the development of privacy-preserving and fair systems, thus contributing to a
sustainable development. For example, fair decision-making algorithms could directly contribute
to the UN’s targets 10.2 and 10.3 [44], namely, “empower and promote the social, economic,
and political inclusion of all, irrespective of age, sex, disability, race, ethnicity, origin, religion,
or economic or other status” and “ ensure equal opportunity and reduce inequalities of outcome,
including by eliminating discriminatory laws, policies, and practices and promoting appropriate
legislation, policies, and action in this regard”, respectively.
Even though our contribution will not help to directly level out social, political, and economic
inequalities, the results and algorithms provided in this paper will help to avoid that inequalities
will be amplified and prolonged through data-driven services and decision mechanisms (e.g., for
insurances, administration, banking, or loans). By treating the data entered into such services
and systems fairly and confidentially, as enforced by the proposed approach of this paper, our
contribution has the potential to empower and promote social and economical inclusion [44, Target
10.2] and ensure equal opportunity [44, Target 10.3] in this specific domain of people’s everyday
life. Furthermore, we believe that our results are likely to be adopted by algorithm designers and
practitioners, as our solutions can easily be integrated into existing standard representation learning
algorithms as noted in Remark 1 and detailed in the supplementary material B.
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Supplementary material
A Equivalences of the Lagrangians
In this section of the supplementary material, we show how minimizing the Lagrangians of the CPF
and the CFB problems is equivalent to minimizing other Lagrangians. First, in A.1 we show it is
equivalent to minimizing the Lagrangians that are used in the variational approach we propose in this
paper. Then, in A.2 we show that minimizing the Lagrangian of the CPF is equivalent to minimizing
the Lagrangian of the PF, meaning that the conditional probability distributions PY |X obtained using
the Lagrangian of the CPF would have been obtained through the Lagrangian of the PF, too.
A.1 Equivalence of the Lagrangians used for the minimization
Proposition 1. Minimizing LCPF(PY |X , λ) is equivalent to minimizing JCPF(PY |X , γ), where γ =
λ+ 1 and
JCPF(PY |X , γ) = I(X;Y )− γI(X;Y |S). (5)
Proof. If we manipulate the expression of the CPF Lagrangian we can see how minimizing
LCPF(PY |X , λ) is equivalent to minimizing JCPF(PY |X , γ), where γ = λ+ 1. More specifically,
arg inf
PY |X∈P
{LCPF(PY |X , λ)} = arg inf
PY |X∈P
{I(S;Y )− λI(X;Y |S)} (13)
= arg inf
PY |X∈P
{I(X;Y )− I(X;Y |S)− λI(X;Y |S)} (14)
= arg inf
PY |X∈P
{I(X;Y )− (λ+ 1)I(X;Y |S)} (15)
= arg inf
PY |X∈P
{JCPF(PY |X , λ+ 1)} , (16)
where P is the set of probability distributions over Y such that if PY |X ∈ P for all X ∈ X , then the
Markov chain S ↔ X → Y holds.
Proposition 2. Minimizing LCFB(PY |X , λ) is equivalent to minimizing JCFB(PY |X , β), where β =
λ+ 1 and
JCFB(PY |X , β) = I(X;Y )− βI(T ;Y |S). (6)
Proof. If we manipulate the expression of the CFB Lagrangian we can see how minimizing
LCFB(PY |X , λ) is equivalent to minimizing JCFB(PY |X , β), where β = λ+ 1. More specifically,
arg inf
PY |X∈P
{LCFB(PY |X , λ)} = arg inf
PY |X∈P
{I(S;Y ) + I(X;Y |S, T )− λI(T ;Y |S)} (17)
= arg inf
PY |X∈P
{I(X;Y )− I(T ;Y |S)− λI(T ;Y |S)} (18)
= arg inf
PY |X∈P
{I(X;Y )− (λ+ 1)I(T ;Y |S)} (19)
= arg inf
PY |X∈P
{JCFB(PY |X , λ+ 1)} , (20)
where P is the set of probability distributions over Y such that if PY |X ∈ P for all X ∈ X , then the
Markov chains S ↔ X → Y and T ↔ X → Y hold.
A.2 Equivalence of the Lagrangians of the privacy funnel and the CPF
The privacy funnel is defined in a similar way to the CPF. It is an optimization problem that tries to
design an encoding probability distribution PY |X such that the representation Y keeps a certain level
r′ of information about the data of interest X , while minimizing the information it keeps about the
private data S [2]. That is,
arg inf
PY |X
{I(S;Y )} s.t. I(X;Y ) ≥ r′. (21)
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Therefore, the Lagrangian of the privacy funnel problem is
LPF(PY |X , α) = I(S;Y )− αI(X;Y ), (22)
where α ∈ [0, 1] is the Lagrange multiplier of LPF(PY |X , α).5 This multiplier controls the trade-off
between the information the representations keep about the private and the original data.
Proposition 3. Minimizing LCPF(PY |X , λ) is equivalent to minimizing LPF(PY |X , α), where α =
λ/(λ+ 1).
Proof. If we manipulate the expression of the CPF Lagrangian we can see how the minimizing
LCPF(PY |X , λ) is equivalent to minimizing LPF(PY |X , α), where α = λ/(λ+ 1). More specifically,
arg inf
PY |X∈P
{LCPF(PY |X , λ)} = arg inf
PY |X∈P
{I(S;Y )− λI(X;Y |S)} (23)
= arg inf
PY |X∈P
{I(S;Y )− λ (I(X;Y )− I(S;Y ))} (24)
= arg inf
PY |X∈P
{(λ+ 1)I(S;Y )− λI(X;Y )} (25)
= arg inf
PY |X∈P
{
(λ+ 1)
(
I(S;Y )− λ
λ+ 1
I(X;Y )
)}
(26)
= arg inf
PY |X∈P
{
LPF
(
PY |X ,
λ
λ+ 1
)}
, (27)
where P is the set of probability distributions over Y such that if PY |X ∈ P for all X ∈ X , then the
Markov chain S ↔ X → Y holds.
We note how the relationship α = λ/(λ+ 1) maintains α ∈ [0, 1) for λ ≥ 0. This showcases how
the CPF poses a more restrictive problem, in the sense that as long as λ <∞ there are no solutions
of the problem that filter private information arbitrarily.
B Modification of common algorithms to obtain private and/or fair
representations
In this section of the supplementary material, we discuss the simple changes needed to common
representation learning algorithms to implement our proposed variational approach. First, we show
how common unsupervised learning algorithms can be modified to the variational approach to the CPF,
thus generating private representations. Then, we show how common supervised learning algorithms
can be modified to the variational approach to the CFB, thus generating fair representations.
Common unsupervised learning algorithms. The cost function of the β-VAE [16] and the VIB
[24] (when the target variable is the identity of the samples) is
Funs(θ, φ, η) = 1
N
N∑
i=1
DKL
(
pY |(X=x(i),θ)||qY |θ
)− η−1EpE [log (qX|(Y=f(x(i),E),φ)(x(i)))] ,
(28)
where η is a parameter that controls the trade-off between the compression of the representations
Y and their ability to reconstruct the original data X . Similarly, the VAE [15] cost function is
Funs(θ, φ, 1).
Comparison with the CPF. If we compare (28) with the cost function of the CPF J˜CPF(θ, φ, γ),
we observe that the only difference (provided that η−1 = γ) is the decoding density. In the CPF the
decoding density of the original data X depends both on the representations Y and on the private data
S, while in (28) it only depends on the representations Y . Therefore, the cost function Funs(θ, φ, η)
5If α = 1, then LPF(PY |X , 1) = −I(X;Y |S), for which optimal values of the encoding distribution PY |X
can filter private information arbitrarily. If α > 1 this problem is even more pronounced. For α ≤ 0 trivial
encoding distributions like a degenerate distribution PY |X with density pY |X = δ(Y ) are minimizers of the
Lagrangian.
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is recovered from the cost function of the CPF in the case that qX|(S,Y,φ) = qX|(Y,φ). However, this
is not desirable, since it means that the representations Y contain all the information from the private
data S necessary to reconstruct X .
Modifications to obtain private representations. In these usupervised learning algorithms
[15, 16, 24] the decoding (or generative) density is parametrized with neural networks, e.g.,
qX|(Y,φ) = Cat(X; ρdec(Y ;φ)) if X is discrete and qX|(Y,φ) = N (X;µdec(Y ;φ), σdec(Y ;φ)2Iddec)
if X is continuous, where ρdec, µdec, and σdec are neural networks and ddec is the dimensionality
of X . In this work, the decoding density can also be parametrized with neural networks, e.g.,
Cat(X; ρ′dec(S, Y ;φ)) if X is discrete and qX|(Y,φ) = N (X;µ′dec(S, Y ;φ), σ′dec(S, Y ;φ)2Iddec) if X
is continuous, where ρ′dec, µ
′
dec, and σ
′
dec are neural networks. Therefore, if the decoding density
neural networks from [15, 16, 24] are modified so that they take the private data S as an input, then
the resulting algorithm is the one proposed in this paper.
Common supervised learning algorithms. The cost function of the VIB [24] and the nonlinear
IB [18] is
Fsup(θ, φ, η) = 1
N
N∑
i=1
DKL
(
pY |(X=x(i),θ)||qY |θ
)− η−1EpE [log (qT |(Y=f(x(i),E),φ)(t(i)))] ,
(29)
where η is a parameter that controls the trade-off between the compression of the representations Y
and their ability to draw inferences about the task T .
Comparison with the CFB. Similarly to the comparison of the unsupervised learning algorithms
and the CPF, we observe that (29) only differs with the cost function J˜CFB(θ, φ, β) in the decod-
ing density, i.e., the cost function Fsup(θ, φ, η) can be recovered from J˜CFB(θ, φ, β) by setting
qT |(S,Y,φ) = qT |(Y,φ). The inference density of the task T only depends on the representations Y in
[24, 18], while in our work it depends both on the representations Y and the sensitive data S. Hence,
in these works the representations contain all the information from the sensitive data S necessary to
draw inferences about the task T .
Modifications to obtain fair representations. The argument is analogous to the one for the
modifications of unsupervised learning algorithms to obtain private representations. The only
modification required in these supervised learning algorithms [24, 18] is to modify the decoding
density neural networks to receive the sensitive data S as an input as well as the representations Y .
Invariants of the algorithms. In all these works [15, 16, 24, 18] and ours, the first (or the com-
pression) term is usually calculated assuming that the encoder density is parametrized with neu-
ral networks, e.g., pY |(X,θ) = N (Y ;µenc(X; θ), σenc(X; θ)2Id), which allows the representations
to be constructed using the reparametrization trick, e.g., Y = µenc(X; θ) + σenc(X; θ)E, where
E ∼ N (0, Id), d is the dimensionality of the representations, and Id is the d-dimensional identity
matrix. Then, the marginal density of the representations is set so that the Kullback-Leibler diver-
gence has either a closed expression, a simple way to estimate it, or a simple upper bound, e.g.,
qY |θ = N (Y ; 0, Id) or qY |θ = 1N
∑N
i=1 pY |(X=x(i),θ), where x
(i) are the input data samples. More-
over, the loss function applied to the output of the decoding density and the optimization algorithm,
e.g., stochastic gradient descent or Adam [45], can remain the same in these works and ours, too.
Remark 2. The aforementioned modifications can also be introduced in other algorithms with cost
functions with additional terms to Funs and Fsup. For example, adding a maximum-mean discrepancy
(MMD) term on the represenation priors to avoid the information preference problem like in the
InfoVAE [46]; adding an MMD term on the encoder densities to enforce privacy or fairness like
in the VFAE [27]; or adding a total correlation penalty to the representation’s marginal to enforce
disentangled represenations like in the Factor-VAE, the β-TCVAE, or the FFVAE [47, 48, 36].
C Non-convexity of the CPF and the CFB
In this section of the supplementary material, we show how both the CPF and the CFB as defined
in (1) and (2) are non-convex optimization problems.
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Lemma 1. Let X ∈ X , S ∈ S, Y ∈ Y , and T ∈ T be random variables. Then,
1. If the Markov chain S ↔ X → Y holds and the distributions of X and S are fixed, then
I(X;Y ), I(S;Y ), and I(X;Y |S) are convex functions with respect to the density pY |X .
2. If, additionally, the Markov chain T ↔ X → Y holds and the distributions of X , S, and T
are fixed, then I(X;Y |S, T ) and I(T ;Y |S) are also convex functions with respect to the
density pY |X .
Proof. We start the proof leveraging [25, Theorem 2.7.4], which, in our setting, tells us that:
• I(X;Y ) is a convex function of pY |X if pX is fixed.
• I(S;Y ) is a convex function of pY |S if pS is fixed.
• I(X;Y |S) is a convex function of pY |(X,S) if pX|S is fixed.
• I(X;Y |S, T ) is a convex function of pY |(X,S,T ) if pX|(S,T ) is fixed.
• I(T ;Y |S) is a convex function of pY |(S,T ) if pT |S is fixed.
Then, since pY |S = EpX|S [pY |X ], pY |(X,S) =
(
pX|S
pX
)
pY |X , pY |(X,S,T ) =
(
pX|(S,T )
pX
)
pY |X , and
pY |(S,T ) = EpX|(S,T ) [pY |X ] are non-negative weighted sums as defined in [23, 2.2.1], they preserve
convexity. Hence, I(S;Y ), I(X;Y |S), I(X;Y |S, T ), and I(T ;Y |S) are convex functions of pY |X ,
if pS , pX|S , pX|(S,T ), and pT |S are fixed, respectively.
Proposition 4. Let us consider that the distributions of S and X are fixed and that the conditional
distribution PY |X has a density pY |X . Then, the CPF optimization problem is not convex.
Proof. From Lemma 1 we know that I(S;Y ) and I(X;Y |S) are convex functions with respect to
pY |X for fixed pS and pX|S . Hence, the constraint I(X;Y |S) ≥ r is concave.
Proposition 5. Let us consider that the distributions of S, T , andX are fixed and that the conditional
distribution PY |X has a density pY |X . Then, the CFB optimization problem is not convex.
Proof. From Lemma 1 we know that I(S;Y ), I(X;Y |S, T ), and I(T ;Y |S) are convex functions
with respect to pY |X for fixed pS , pX|(S,T ), and pT |S . Hence, the constraint I(T ;Y |S) ≥ r is
concave.
D Details of the experiments
In this section of the supplementary material, we include an additional experiment on the COMPAS
dataset [49] and describe the details of the experiments performed to validate the approach proposed
in this paper.
D.1 Results on the COMPAS dataset
COMPAS dataset. The ProPublica COMPAS dataset [49]6 contains 6, 172 samples of different
attributes of criminal defendants in order to classify if they will recidivate within two years or not.
These attributes include gender, age, or race. In both tasks, we followed the experimental set-up from
Zhao et al. [10] and considered S to be a binary variable stating if the defendant is African American
and X to be the rest of attributes. For the fairness task, we considered T to be the binary variable
stating if the defendant recidivated or not. Since this dataset was not previously divided between
training and test set, we randomly splitted the dataset with 70% of the samples (4, 320) for training
and the rest (1, 852) for testing.
6Available at https://www.kaggle.com/danofer/compass.
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Similarly to the previous experiments, the proposed approach controls the trade-off between private
and informative representations and between fair and accurate representations. In Figure 7 we see how
the trade-off between the compression level I(X;Y ) and the informativeness of the representations
independent of the private data I(X;Y |S) and between the compression level I(X;Y ) and the
predictability of the representations without the sensitive data I(X;Y |S) is controlled by the private
and the fair representations, respectively. Moreover, we can also see how the amount of information
the representations keep about the private or the sensitive data is commanded by the Lagrange
multipliers γ and β.
Furthermore, the Lagrange multiplier β also allows us to control the behavior of the accuracy, the
error gap, and the discrimination for the COMPAS dataset (Figures 8a, 8d, and 8b). Moreover, in this
scenario, as shown in Figures 8c and 8e, an increase of β also increased the equalized odds level and
the accuracy on S of adversarial classifiers (even though they remained below their values obtained
with the original data X for all the β tested). These results on the equalized odds, even though not
generalizable since we have the counter-example of the Adult dataset, indicate that in some situations
this quanitty can be controlled with our approach. More specifically, we believe this happens when
we can guarantee that I(S;Y ;T ) is non-negative as explained in Remark 4.
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Figure 7: Trade-off between (a) the private representations compression I(X;Y ) and the non-
private information retained I(X;Y |S) and (b) the Lagrange multiplier γ ∈ [1, 500] and the private
information I(S;Y ) kept by the representations. Since I(X;Y |S) = H(X|S) −H(X|S, Y ) and
H(X|S) does not depend on Y , the reported quantity is −H(X|S, Y ). Moreover, trade-off between
(c) the private representations compression I(X;Y ) and the non-sensitive information retained about
the task I(T ;Y |S) and (d) the Lagrange multiplier β ∈ [1, 50] and the sensitive information kept by
the representations. All quantities are obtained for the COMPAS dataset. The dots are the computed
empirical values and the lines are the moving average of the 1D linear interpolations of such points.
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Figure 8: Behavior of (a) the accuracy on T , (b) the discrimination, (c) the equalized odds gap, (d) the
error gap, and (e) the accuracy on S of a logistic regression (LR, in black) and a random forest (RF, in
gray) of the fair representations (dots and dotted line) and the original data (dashed line) learned with
β ∈ [1, 50] on the COMPAS dataset. The dashed line in red is the accuracy of a prior-based classifier.
D.2 Experimental details
Encoders. In all the experiments performed, we modeled the encoding density as an isotropic
Gaussian distribution, i.e., pY |(X,θ) = N (Y ;µenc(X; θ), σ2θI2), so that Y = µenc(X; θ) + σθE,
where E ∼ N (0, I2), µenc is a neural network, σθ is also optimized via gradient descent but is not
calculated with X as an input, and where the representations have 2 dimensions. The neural networks
in each experiment were:
• For the Adult dataset, µenc was a multi-layer perceptron with a single hidden layer with 100
units and ReLU activations.
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Table 1: Convolutional neural network architectures employed for the Colored MNIST dataset.
The network modules are the following: Conv2D(cin,cout,ksize,stride,pin,pout) and
ConvTrans2D(cin,cout,ksize,stride,pin,pout) represent, respectively, a 2D convolution
and transposed convolution, where cin is the number of input channels, cout is the number of
output channels, ksize is the size of the filters, stride is the stride of the convolution, pin
is the input padding of the convolution, and pout is the ouptut padding of the convolution;
MaxPool2D(ksize,stride,pin) represents a max-pooling layer, where the variables mean the
same than for the convolutional layers; Linear(nu) represents a linear layer, where nu are the output
units; and BatchNorm, ReLU6, Flatten, Unflatten, and Sigmoid represent a batch normalization,
ReLU6, flatten, unflatten and Sigmoid layers, respectively.
Name Architecture
CNN-enc-1 Conv2D(3,5,5,2,1,0) - BatchNorm - RelU6 -
Conv2D(5,50,5,2,0,0) - BatchNorm - RelU6 - Flatten -
Linear(100) - BatchNorm - ReLU - Linear(2)
CNN-enc-2 Conv2D(3,5,5,0,2,0) - BatchNorm - RelU6 -
Conv2D(3,5,5,0,2,0) - BatchNorm - RelU6 - Conv2D(3,5,5,0,2,0)
CNN-dec-1 Linear(100) - BatchNorm - ReLU6 - Linear(1250) - Unflatten -
BatchNorm - ReLU - ConvTrans2D(50,5,5,2,0,0) - BatchNorm -
ReLU - ConvTrans2D(5,3,5,2,1,1) - Sigmoid
CNN-dec-2 Conv2D(3,5,5,0,2) - BatchNorm - RelU6 - Conv2D(5,50,5,0,2,0) -
BatchNorm - RelU6 - Conv2D(5,50,5,0,2,0) - BatchNorm - RelU6 -
Conv2D(5,50,5,0,2,0) - Sigmoid
CNN-mine Conv2D(3,5,5,1,1,0) - MaxPool2D(5,2,2) - RelU6 -
Conv2D(5,50,5,1,0,0) - MaxPool2D(5,2,2) - RelU6 - Flatten -
Linear(100) - ReLU6 - Linear(50) - ReLU6 - Linear(1)
• For the Colored MNIST dataset, µenc was the convolutional neural network CNN-enc-1 for
both the privacy and fairness experiments, and the convolutional neural network CNN-enc-2
for the example from Figure 5. Both architectures are described in Table 1.
• For the COMPAS dataset, µenc was a multi-layer perceptron with a single hidden layer with
100 units and ReLU activations.
Moreover, the marginal density of the representations was modeled as an isotropic Gaussian of unit
variance and zero mean; i.e., qY |θ = N (Y ; 0, I2).
Decoders. In all the experiments performed for the fairness problem, the target task variable
T was binary. Hence, we modeled the inference density with a Bernoulli distribution7; i.e.,
qT |(S,X,φ) = Bernoulli(T ; ρdec(S, Y ;φ)), where ρdec is a neural network with a Sigmoid ac-
tivation function in the output. In the privacy problem, if X was a collection of random
variables (X1, X2, ..., XC), the generative density was modeled as the product of C categori-
cal and isotropic Gaussians, depending if the variables were discrete or continuous. That is,
qX|(S,Y,φ) =
∏C
j=1 Cat(Xj ; ρdec,j(S, Y ;φ))
I[Xj=Discrete]N (Xj ;µdec,j(S, Y ;φ), σ2φ,j)I[Xj=Continuous],
where the continuous random variables are 1-dimensional. In practice, the densities were parametrized
with a neural network with K =
∑C
j=1K
I[Xj=Discrete]
j 1
I[Xj=Continuous] output neurons, where Kj are
the number of classes of the categorical variable Xj and each group of output neurons defines each
multiplying density; either as the logits of the Kj classes or the parameter (mean) of Gaussian (the
variances were also optimized via gradient descent but were not calculated with S nor Y as an input).
If X was an image, the generative density was modeled as a product of 3C Bernoulli densities, where
C is the number of pixels of the image and the 3 comes from the RGB channels. The neural networks
in each experiments were:
• For the Adult dataset, the decoding neural network was a multi-layer perceptron with a
single hidden layer with 100 units and ReLU activations. For the fairness task, the output
was 1-dimensional with a Sigmoid activation function. For the privacy task, the output was
121-dimensional. The input of the network was a concatenation of Y and S.
7Note that the Bernoulli distribution is a categorical distribution with two possible outcomes.
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Table 2: Hyperparameters employed to optimize the encoder and decoder networks of the experiments.
Dataset (task) Epochs Learning rate Lagrange multiplier (β or γ) Batch size
Adult (fairness) 150 10−3 1-50 (logarithmically spaced) 1024
Adult (privacy) 150 10−3 1-50 (logarithmically spaced) 1024
Colored MNIST (fairness) 250 10−3 1-50 (logarithmically spaced) 1024
Colored MNIST (privacy) 500 10−3 1-50 (logarithmically spaced) 1024
Colored MNIST (example) 500 10−3 1 2048
COMPAS (fairness) 150 10−4 1-50 (linearly spaced) 64
COMPAS (privacy) 250 10−4 1-500 (logarithmically spaced) 64
Table 3: Hyperparameters employed to optimize the MINE networks of the experiments.
Dataset (task) Iterations Learning rate Batch size
Adult (fairness) 5 · 104 10−3 2048
Adult (privacy) 5 · 104 10−3 2048
Colored MNIST (fairness) 5 · 104 10−3 2048
Colored MNIST (privacy) 5 · 104 10−3 2048
COMPAS (fairness) 5 · 104 10−3 463
COMPAS (privacy) 5 · 104 10−3 463
• For the Colored MNIST dataset and the fairness task, the decoding neural network was also
a multi-layer perceptron with a single hidden layer with 100 units, ReLU activations, and a
1-dimensional output with a Sigmoid activation function. For the privacy task, the decoding
neural network was the CNN-dec-1 for the normal experiments and the CNN-dec-2 for the
example of Figure 5. The input linear layers took as an input a concatenation of Y and S
and in the convolutional layers S was introduced as a bias.
• For the COMPAS dataset, the decoding neural network also was a multi-layer perceptron
with a single hidden layer with 100 units and ReLU activations. For the fairness task, the
output was 1-dimensional with a Sigmoid activation function. For the privacy task, the
output was 19-dimensional. The input of the network was a concatenation of Y and S.
Hyperparameters. The hyperparameters employed in the experiments to train the encoder and
decoder networks are displayed in Table 2, and the optimization algorithm used was Adam [45].
Preprocessing. The input data X for the Adult and the COMPAS dataset was normalized to have 0
mean and unit variance. The input data for the Colored MNIST dataset was scaled to the range [0, 1].
Information measures. The mutual information I(X;Y ) and the conditional entropy I(X;Y |S)
and I(T ;Y |S) were calculated with the bounds from (7), (8), and (9), respectively. Since H(X|S)
was not directly obtainable, −H(X|S, Y ) was calculated and displayed instead. The mutual informa-
tion I(S;Y ) was calculated using the mutual information neural estimator (MINE) with a moving
average bias corrector with a an exponential rate of 0.1 [37]; the resulting information was averaged
over the last 100 iterations. The neural networks employed were a 2-hidden layer multi-layer percep-
tron with 100 ReLU6 activation functions for all the datasets and tasks, except from the example on
the Colored MNIST dataset, where the CNN-mine from Table 1 was used. In all tasks the input was
a concatenation of S and Y , except from the example on the Colored MNIST dataset, where in all
convolutional layers the private data S was added as a bias and in all linear layers S was concatenated
to the input. The hyperparameters used to train the networks are displayed in Table 3.
Group fairness and utility indicators. The accuracy on T and S, the discrimination, and the error
and equalized odds gaps were calculated using both the input dataX and the generated representations
Y . They were calculated with a Logistic regression (LR) classifier and a random forest (RF) classifier
with the default settings from scikit-learn [50]. The prior displayed on the accuracy on T and S
figures is the accuracy of a classifier that only infers the majority class of T and S, respectively, from
the training dataset.
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E Group fairness and utility indicators
In this section of the supplementary material, we define and put into perspective a series of metrics,
employed in this article, that indicate the predicting and group fairness quality of a classifier.
Notation Let X ∈ X , S ∈ S, and T ∈ T be random variables denoting the input data, the
sensitive data, and the target task data, respectively. Let also X ∈ RdX , S = {0, 1}, and T = {0, 1}.
Let w ∈ W , w : X 7→ T be a classifier; that is, w receives as an input an instance of the input
data x ∈ X and outputs an inference about the target task value t ∈ T for that input data. Let us
also consider the setting where we have a dataset that contains N samples of the random variables
D = {(x(i), s(i), t(i))}Ni=1. Finally, let Pˆ denote the empirical probability distribution on the dataset
D, PˆS=σ the empirical probability distribution on the subset of the dataset D where s(i) = σ, i.e.,
{(x, s, t) ∈ D : s = σ}, and Pˆ(S=σ,T=τ) the empirical probability distribution on the subset of the
dataset D where s(i) = σ and t(i) = τ , i.e., {(x, s, t) ∈ D : s = σ and t = τ}.
A common metric to evaluate the performance (utility) of a classifier w on a dataset is its accuracy,
which measures the fraction of correct classifications of the classifier on such a dataset.
Definition 1. The accuracy of a classifier w on a dataset D is
Accuracy(w,D) = Pˆ (w(X) = T ). (30)
An ideally fair classifier w would maintain demographic parity (or statistical parity) and accuracy
parity, which, respectively, mean that w(X) ⊥ S (or, equivalently if w is deterministic, that
PˆS=0(w(X) = 1) = PˆS=1(w(X) = 1)) and that PˆS=0(w(X) 6= T ) = PˆS=1(w(X) 6= T ) [10]. In
other words, if a classifier has demographic parity, it means that it gives a positive outcome with equal
rate to the members of S = 0 and S = 1. However, demographic parity might damage the desired
utility of the classifier [51], [12, Corollary 3.3]. Accuracy parity, on the contrary, allows the existance
of perfect classifiers [10]. The metrics that assess the deviation of a classifier from demographic and
accuracy parities are the discrimination or demographic parity gap [8, 10] and the error gap [10].
Definition 2. The discrimination or demographic parity gap of a classifier w to the sensitive variable
S on a dataset D is
Discrimination(w,D) =
∣∣∣PˆS=0(w(X) = 1)− PˆS=1(w(X) = 1)∣∣∣ . (31)
Definition 3. The error gap of a classifier w with respect to the sensitive variable S on a dataset D
is
Error gap(w,D) =
∣∣∣PˆS=0(w(X) 6= T )− PˆS=1(w(X) 6= T )∣∣∣ . (32)
Another advanced notion of fairness is that of equalized odds or positive rate parity, which means
that Pˆ(S=0,T=τ)(w(X) = 1) = Pˆ(S=1,T=τ)(w(X) = 1), for all τ ∈ {0, 1} or, equivalently, that
w(X) ⊥ S | T [51]. This notion of fairness requires that the true positive and false positive rates of
the groups S = 0 and S = 1 are equal. The metric that assesses the deviation of a classifier from
equalized odds is the equalized odds gap [10].
Definition 4. The equalized odds gap of a classifier w with respect to the sensitive variable S on a
dataset D is
Equalized odds gap(w,D) = max
τ∈{0,1}
∣∣∣Pˆ(S=0,T=τ)(w(X) = 1)− Pˆ(S=1,T=τ)(w(X) = 1)∣∣∣ . (33)
Remark 3. In the particular case of learning fair representations, the classifier w : X 7→ T consists
of two stages: an encoder wenc : X 7→ Y and a decoder wdec : Y 7→ T , where the intermediate
variable Y = wenc(X) is the fair representation of the data. Therefore:
1. Minimizing I(S;Y ) encourages demographic parity, since
I(S;Y ) = 0 ⇐⇒ Y ⊥ S =⇒ w(X) ⊥ S. (34)
2. Minimizing I(S;Y |T ) encourages equalized odds, since
I(S;Y |T ) = 0 ⇐⇒ Y ⊥ S | T =⇒ w(X) ⊥ S | T. (35)
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Remark 4. Based on Remark 3, we note that the variational approach to the CFB and the CPF for
generating private and/or fair representations encourages demographic parity, since the minimization
of the Lagrangians of such problems, LCFB and LCPF, indeed minimizes I(S;Y ).
However, we cannot say the same for equalized odds. Even though I(S;Y ) = I(S;Y |T ) +
I(S;Y ;T ), since I(S;Y ;T ) can be negative [22], then I(S;Y ) is not necessarily greater than
I(S;Y |T ) and thus there is no guarantee that minimizing I(S;Y ) will minimize I(S;Y |T ) as well.
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